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�,, � These arms cross each other at right angles, crushed by the cutter, J, aided by the teeth, moved by a belt; and the greater the velocity, 

Improved Gl'inding lUIII. 

The many improvements which have taken 
place in mills would seem to leave but little 
room for further invention, but the subject of 
our e.graving proves that such is not the 
case, and that great improvements have been 
effected. B. A. Beardsley, of Waterville, 
N. Y., is the inventor of this mill, of which 
.Fig. 1 is II. perspective, with part broken away 
to show its interior construction, and Figs. 2 
and 3 are different plans of the grinding sur
faces. 

A repJesents a vertical shaft, the lower end of 
which may be stepped in an adjustable bridge, 
and arrangQd in the usual or any proper way. 
On the lower part of the shaft, A, a conical 
or semi-spherical cast iron shell, C, is perma
nently secured. This shell has upright taper 
or coniCAl teeth, a, on its upper surface, and 
around its lower part a finely toothed or cor
rugated strip, d, is formed. Just above the 
toothed strip, d, triangular projections or 
teeth are formed, said projections alternating 
with the lower row of teeth, a, on the 
shell, C .  

The shell, C, i s  encompassed b y  a cast iron 
case, D, of conical form, provided on the 
upper part of the inner surface with teeth, b, 
and at its lower part with fine teeth, e, which 
correspond to iDe teeth, d, on' the shell, C .  
The teeth, b ,  are not placed very nellr each 
other, as will be seen by referring to Fig. 2, 
where they are marked d. The case, D, is 
stationary, secured to any proper frllming, 
and to the bottom of the case, D, arms, E, 
are attached, crossing each other at right 
angles, and having an aperture made through 
its center, through which the shaft A, passes, 
their arms serving as a guide to tha lower 
part of the shaft. To tbe upper part of the 
case, D, arms, F, are attached, these arms 
are of inclined or curved form corresp.,nding 
to the inclination or curvature of the shell, 
C, and cross each other at right angles, a cir
cular opening being allowed at their point of 
intersection to allow the shaft, A, to pass 
through. The arms, J<', are provideol with 
conical teeth, g, both on their upper and 
lower surfaces, as seen in Fig. 1. G is a 
conical or semi-spherical shell or case which 
is permanently secured to the shaft, A, and is 
provided with teeth, hi i', on its upper sur
face precisely similar to the teeth, a d e, on 
shell C. Through the shell, G, an orifice, j, 
is madQ, the edges of whick are made knire
edged as shown in Fig. 1. The under side 
of the shell, G, is also provided with teeth, k, 
precisely similar to the teeth, a, on shell, C, 
and the teeth, h, on the uppers ide of shell, G. 
The lower edge of the shell, G, has a rebate 
formed in its lower edge all around it, the re
bate forming a shoulder or guard, which pro
jeets over the upper edge of the case, D. The 
lower edge of ahell, G, fitting in a rebate, b', 
made in the upper edge of the case, D, (see 
Fig. 1). The adjoining edges of the shell, G, 
and case, D, are therefore fitted one into the 
other, and a certain degree of vertical play or 
movement is allowed the shaft, A, and conse
quently the shells, C G, with out exposing a 
space between the shell, G, and case, D. This 
play or movement is necessary In order that 
the shell, G, may be adjusted to grind coarse 
or fine as may be desired. The employment 
of the guard serves to prevent the escape of 
tho contents of the mill between the lower 
edge of shell, G, and the top of the case, D. 
If no guard were employed it would be impos
sible to raise the shell, G, for adjllstment, 
without leaving an opening between the shell 
and the case, through which the contents of 
the mill would immediately pass out. 

H is a case, the lower end of which is bolt
ed to the upper end of case, D. The lower 
part of case, II, is of conical form correspond_ 
ing in form to the case, D, and its interna
tional surface is toothed precisely similar to 
the interior of case D, m representing the por
tion of the fine and n the coarse teeth. With-

and have an opening at the point of intersec- 0, on the upper surfaces of the arm�, I, the the less tendency is there to wear. C C are 
tion for the shaft, A, to pass through. The teeth, 0, having a tendency to hold the bark carriages, moved by the hand wheels, C' C', 
armA, I, arc provided with teeth, 0, both on while it is acted upon by the cutter, J. The on which the saw is fixed, and which can be 
their Ilpper and lower surfaces. The arms, I, bark parti ally crushed passes down, and the moved to and from the stone in any position. 
are constructed precisely similar to the arms, finer portion is further acted upon by the The saw is hung on its center by a bolt with 
F of C:lse, n. The upper part, p, of the case, teeth, hi, on shell, G, and the teeth, n, on a thumb nut running through a center pin. 
II, is of'inyerted conical form and serves as a the inner �ide of the case, H, and finally D is a cup for oil or water placed over the 
hopper. J is a cutter which is attached to ground by passing between the teeth, mi'. stone, to keep it cool while at work. The 
the shaft, A, a short distance above the arms, The larger portion of the bark that cannot clamp, E, holds a screw from turning on its 
I (see Figs. 1 and 8). readily pass down between the shell, G, and center when the carriages are movecl towards 

The operation is as follows :-lIfotion is case, II, will pass down through the aperture, the stone for the purpose of cutting out the 
given the shaft, A, by any proper means. The j, in the shell, G, and will be further crushed gums. When one tooth is gummed out to 
shells, C G, anel cutter, J, rotating of course by the teeth, k, on the under side of shell, G, the proper shape, two movable stops on the 
with the shaft, A, the arms, F I, remaining and the teeth,!], on the upper surfaces of the main beams are set against the carriage, to 
stationary. The b:uk or other substance to arms, F, and by the action of said teeth the keep it from going too far towards the stone; 

BEARDSLEY'S GRINDING-MILL. 

bark will be sufficiently reduced to pass down 
between the shell, C, and case, D, and 
escape f rom between the fine t eeth, e b, lhere
of, in a propCl']Y grouutl state. 

The mill may be, made to grinel coarse 01' 
fine by elevating or depressing the shaft, A, 
S9 as to increase cr diminish the width of the 
space or passage through which the bm'k 
passes. 

From the above description it will be reen 
that a large grinding or crushing surface is 
obtaine,lquit.e near the shaft, A, for the shells, 
C G, may be of comparatively small diame
ter, say 18 inches. the smallness of the diame-

Pi(f . .1 

tor of the shells being compensated for by 
their number for it will at once be seen tbat 
any number of the shells n.nd cases may be 
used, the bark in passing tbrough the mill 
being snccessively acted upon by each shell. 
The grinding capacity, therefore, of the mill 
may be made very great while the power re
quired to operate or drive it will be propor
tionably small, in consequence of tbe grind
ing and crushing surfaces being quite near 
the shaft, A. 

The invention was patented June 29,1858, 
and any fnrther information can be had by 
addressing the invention as above. 

WOLF'S SAW GUMMER. 

This saw gummer is operated by power, 
works very quickly, and does not spring, 
stretch, or strain the saw plate. It keeps the 
teeth uniform, and cnts out the gums as fast 

as the points wear away. Our view is a per
spective, showing the whole machine. 

A is the stOlle gummer, shaped properly at 
first, and a.� it wears it retains itll shape. 
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these stops are not seen. By this arrange-
ment, all the teeth are made the same depth. 

After the gums are all cut out, the clamp 
is removed from the edge of the saw, and the 
point of the tooth is brought out until it 
nearly touches the stone, then by taking 
hold of the iron bar, F, that extends under 
the saw, the center bolt being drawn tight, 
so that it cannot turn, and moving the iron 
bar around towards the band wheels, the back 
of the tooth will be dressed from the point to 
the root; and using the point of the teeth as 
a dial plate, the backs can all be cut alike. 
For rounding the saw, it must be loosened on 
its center, the shortest tooth brought to the 
stone, and then turned on its center, to cut 
all the teeth the same length. The bar, F, 
will suit all sizes of saws, and the teeth call. 
be cut in large or small curves, as may be de
sired. 

A circular saw of sixty inches in diameter, 
with twenty-four teeth, gums cut three
fourths of an inch in depth, has been gummed 
in one of these machines in less than an hour, 
with a very trifling cost for the wear of the 
stone; and, as we have before said, the faster 
the stone is made to revol V9, the less it wears 
in cutting out the metal. Sash, muley, and 
other straight saws can be gummed as well 
as circulars, and the stones can be formed to 
cut teeth of any shape the sawyer may de
sire. 

It is the invention of II. R. Wolf, of Louis
ville, Ky., and was patented October 5th, 
1858. For machines, rights, and further in
formation generally, the reader should ad
dress Staples, Watson & Co., Consolation, 
Shelby co., Ky., or Munn & Co., manufac 
turers and agents, Louisville, Ky. 

. ·e·· 
Improved Stone-Cl"Bcker. 

In order to accomplish economically and 
perfectly the cracking of stone by mechani
cal means to a size suitable for macadamiz
ing or ballasting railroads and highways, a 
machine of great strength, durability, and 
considerable cost, is necessary; and therefore 
it is important to so construct and arrange 
the cracking teeth, which are subjected to a 

very great resilltance, strain, and wear, that 
they will be able to effectively perform the 
duty assigned them, under ordinary circum
stances, without breaking off, or being im
paired to an extent beyond that common to 
all similar mechanical combinations which 
act with friction against resisting objects 
with which they are brought in contact; and 
in the event or one section of the teeth being 
exerted beyond their st rength, and said sec
tion should give way, facilities shall be af
forded, whereby the worn, broken, or im
paired sections may be removed independent
ly of the perfect sections, and others intro
duced in their stead at a small cost, and 
with very little labor and delay. This in
vention provides a machine which will eC011-
omically and practically crack stone to a size 
suitable for the purposes stated, and possess
ing all the above-named requisites. It is the 
invention of A. C. Ellithorpe and L. Scoville, 
and was patented November 23d, 1858. 

.... 

The produc(,ion of the 2,597 coal mines 

Great Britain is supported to be worth seven

ty-live millio.n dollars a year. 
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